See It Be It Mini Event
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Our Mission
To create access to opportunities for women
to work in sports, including athletes,
management, administration, and
general leadership,
while elevating women’s professional sports to
a family sports entertainment product.
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For Women by Women

Be diligent that all our activities
continually move the needle
to close the gender gap and
create opportunities for women in sports
at all age levels.
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Our Cause
Be an active community partner
to build the brand of UWS and
‘play forward’ the sport experiences and
life skills of the professional athletes
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RI/UWS Partnership
• To foster a sense of community with women as
sports leaders in the RI Ecosystem
• To provide a living example to your student body as
a strong leader and role model
• To work with a partner who values our initiatives
• To help RI become a leader in the Global Sports
Education market through innovation
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RI/UWS Relationship
• UWS provide high profile women to work in
your environment and promote your brand
• UWS set up internal programming to help
foster leadership and innovative thinking in
the sports space
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RI/UWS STEPS

Digit

See It Be It
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THE STAFF

A lifelong trailblazer and advocate for women in sports, Digit Murphy is presently a
director with the Kunlun Red Star program in China. She recently finished coaching for
China in the World Championships and with the Professional Womens Hockey Team in
the CWHL. This is a project with Hockey China and Kunlun Red star to help grown hockey
in China prior to the Beijing Olympics in 2022. Digit decided to step away from coaching
in 2015, to launch United Women's Sports and non-profit partner Play It Forward Sport
Foundation as a vehicle to continue to drive gender equity in sports.
After winning her second Clarkson Cup championship with the Boston Blades women’s
professional hockey team, She and her GM and business partner Aronda Kirby realized
they could do more to increase leadership and salary opportunities for women in pro
sports.
The first iteration of the United Women's Sports (UWS) was the United Women's
Lacrosse League which kicked off the season in May of 2016-August 2016. During the first
season, Murphy's UWLX partnered with several major players including STX the signature
equipment sponsor, Modus, Acme Markets, Rothman Institute, and the New England
Sports Village. The UWLX secured a contract with ESPN, and enjoys a strong partnership
with US Lacrosse. The first year successes of the UWLX bodes well for the future and
appetite for a women's sports audience and dialogue that Murphy is more than happy to
engage in!

Digit Murphy
Pioneer-Leader
Educator- Role
Model

Digit also spent the majority of her career in the NCAA as she was the head coach of the
powerhouse Brown University Womens Teams. She worked at Brown from 1987-2011.
She went onto coach the Boston Blades in the CWHL from 2012-2015 where the Blades
won two Clarkson Cup Championships.

WE ARE BETTER TOGETHER
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THE STAFF

Leah OlsonBrown Hockey
Class of 2019
Role Model

WE ARE BETTER TOGETHER
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THE STAFF

Leah OlsonBrown Basketball
Class of 2022
Role Model

WE ARE BETTER TOGETHER
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Join the Conversation
• We believe in female leaders
and role models that are
necessary to lead the next
generation-listen to our new
podcast the GRIT where
women athletes converse
about stories, challenges, and
the habits and behaviors that
make them champions!
The Grit Live with Digit Murphy
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